Cooperative Behavior in Robots
When engineering collective robotic systems, we are interested in maximizing performance. In many collective robotic tasks, performance can be increased if robots in a group cooperate toward a common goal. However, it remains unclear how groups of robots should be composed and selected to achieve maximal performance. In fact, a variety of methods are used in studies that report on evolving cooperative behavior in groups of robots (see Waibel, Keller, and Floreano 2009 for a review), yet few explicitly motivate their choice of evolutionary parameters.
To study how cooperative behavior can evolve, we designed an experimental setup consisting of groups of robots that could emit and perceive light and were evolved to solve a foraging task. Because cooperative communication can potentially increase the performance of robot groups, this system allowed us to explore whether high O
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relatedness and group-level selection can lead to an increase in cooperative behavior, as biological theory predicts, and thus an increase in group performance. In our experimental system, ten s-bot robots (Mondada et al. 2004 ) placed randomly in a square arena must find a food source-emitting red light and avoid a similar red poison source (figure 9.1). The sources could only be distinguished once the robots were very close to them, by using their floor sensors to detect a disc of colored paper placed under each of the sources. Robots could cooperate by emitting blue lights in a way that provided information on the location of the food and poison sources to other robots. Each robot was controlled using a feedforward neural network, which processed blue and red light, in addition to the information on its own location (at food, poison, or elsewhere) to determine the speeds of its two tracks and whether to emit blue light or not. The weights of the neural network formed the genome of the robot, which evolved over 500 generations in a population of 1,000 robots. The performance was calculated for each robot by counting the number of time-steps within the sixty-second trial during which it was at the food minus the number of time-steps spent by the poison, averaged over ten consecutive trials. best-performing robots were selected, replicated through cloning or crossover (with a probability of 0.2), and mutated (with a probability of 0.01 per bit) to form the next generation. For more details, see for example Floreano et al. 2007 .
To test the effect of varying relatedness and the level of selection, four experimental treatments were used: (1) high relatedness, group-level selection; (2) high relatedness, individual-level selection; (3) low relatedness, group-level selection; and (4) low relatedness, individual-level selection. To form groups of low-relatedness individuals, we randomly selected 1,000 robots (with replacement) from the pool of the 200 bestperforming robots and assigned them to 100 new groups of 10 robots each for the next generation. In contrast, high relatedness was achieved by selecting 100 individuals from the pool of 200, and cloning each 10 times to form the 100 new groups of 10 identical robots. Group-level selection was implemented by simply assigning the same performance score to all robots in a group that represented the average of the individual scores. Alternatively, in the individual-level selection treatments, performance was calculated independently for each individual robot (see Floreano et al. 2007 for details).
In the two treatments where relatedness between robots was high, performance was significantly higher than when relatedness was low (MannWhitney test, all P < 0.001, figure 9 .2). Group-level selection also resulted in higher performance when robots were highly related (P < 0.05). However, when relatedness was low, robots selected at the group level performed significantly worse than those selected at the individual level (P < 0.001). 
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Although this performance comparison seems to indicate that unrelated robots selected at the group level did not cooperate, an analysis of their behavior shows otherwise. Both high relatedness and group-level selection led to the evolution of altruistic communication (figure 9.3a, b, and c). For these treatments, two different communication strategies were observed. In some evolutionary runs, robots produced blue light in the vicinity of the food and were attracted to blue light, thus being likely to end up by the food (e.g., top right quadrant in figure 9.3a). In other runs, blue light was more likely to be emitted by the poison, and resulted in robots driving in the opposite direction and avoiding poison (e.g., bottom left quadrant in figure 9.3a). These two strategies, although not equally efficient, are both of a cooperative nature, because signalers and receivers evolved complementary strategies. However, when robots were unrelated and selected at the level of the individual, they emitted light by the poison more often than by the food, but were nevertheless slightly attracted to blue light (figure 9.3d). This strategy essentially constitutes a suppression of information, and can therefore be seen as uncooperative behavior (for more information on this strategy, see Mitri, Floreano, and Keller 2009) . These results are interesting in two respects. On the one hand, they show that the predictions of evolutionary theory hold in the case of evolutionary robotics. Since it is difficult to conduct similar experiments in living organisms, this test, within its limitations, provides some supporting contribution to theoretical discussions in biology (see Floreano et al. 2007 and for a discussion on this perspective). On the other hand, from an engineering perspective, it is interesting that cooperative behavior between robots does not always imply high performance and that this depends on the selection method. By designing an evolutionary algorithm using unrelated robots and selecting them at the group level, our results confirm that cooperative behavior between the robots can evolve, as expected from theoretical predictions. However, their performance has been found to be low compared to other selection methods, such as selecting related individuals at the group level. This is due to the inherent inefficiency of this particular selection algorithm. Because robots are all different in a group and the group is selected as a whole, it is difficult to select high-performing individuals, while simultaneously avoiding selecting individuals with low performance (see also "credit assignment problem" described in Waibel, Keller, and Floreano 2009 ). In addition, the composition of the groups changes at every generation, making it difficult for individuals to optimize their behavior with respect to the behavior of their group mates. Similar results have been obtained in a systematic study of collective object transportation by Waibel, Keller, and Floreano (2009) .
In summary, we find that cooperation can evolve either if robots in a group are clones or if they share their performance scores with other members of their group. The highest performance in cooperative tasks is achieved when both these conditions are true.
From Biology to Engineering
The experiments described in the previous section allowed us to test biologically motivated theories on the evolution of cooperation, and at the same time, to draw some guidelines on the design of evolutionary algorithms for groups of cooperating robots. In this section we show how these guidelines can be applied to engineer a solution to a real-world problem. Engineering consists in finding the best possible solution to a O
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problem under some constraints. In the context of this chapter, this amounts to selecting the most appropriate evolutionary algorithm that is likely to lead to cooperation between robots and high performance. However, regardless of the performance of the evolved solution, it is often difficult to apply it directly to a real-world problem, because it is likely to be less predictable than a hand-engineered solution, which may result in costly failures. Alternatively, a process of reverse engineering may be applied to the evolved solution in order to derive a controller whose behavior and operating conditions are predictable while still capturing the simplicity and efficiency of the evolved solution.
To illustrate this process, we describe a situation where groups of flying robots must form communication networks between two rescuers in a disaster scenario as shown in figure 9 .4. The robots are fully autonomous, such that the network of robots can be deployed by a single nonexpert rescuer on the ground. To create and maintain wireless bridges and avoid getting lost, the robots must distribute to find rescuers on the ground while staying within the communication range of one another. Flying robots have the advantage of navigating above obstacles while providing unobstructed wireless transmissions. The robots are required to work in environments with no access to GPS satellites or visual information (urban canyons, occluded environments, night operation). Therefore, they do not know their own position or the position of their neighbors. Instead they use local wireless communication and have proprioceptive sensors such as a compass and altitude and speed sensors. This problem is challenging because existing controllers for flying robots rely on position information and because there is no obvious strategy to design individual controllers that will lead to an effective communication network (Hauert, Zuffery, and Floreano 2009a) . Furthermore, the performance of the robots can be measured only at the level of the team as a function of the quality of the resulting communication among rescuers.
Evolving a Group of Flying Robots
To explore this problem, we consider a simplified scenario in simulation, in which a group of robots must deploy and maintain a wireless communication network between two rescuers on the ground (Hauert, Zuffery, and Floreano 2009a) . Twenty robots are launched by one rescuer at a rate of 1 every 15 s (±7.5) and the group must then cooperate to find a second rescuer positioned within a ±30-degree angle of a predefined search direction and a distance of 500 ± 50 m. Once the communication link between the two rescuers is established, it must be maintained until the end of the mission, which lasts a maximum of thirty minutes. The robots are simulated using a physics engine in which we implement a first-order dynamics model of a fixedwing robot that flies at a speed of 10 m/s and turns with a minimum turn radius of 20 m. These constraints bring interesting dynamics to the system since the robots cannot stop or turn on the spot like ground robots or hovercrafts. The communication range of robots and rescuers is of maximum 100 m with added noise between 90 m and 100 m.
Each robot is controlled using a feedforward neural controller consisting of three inputs, four hidden neurons, and one output controlling the turn rate of the robot (speed and altitude are constant). The first input to the network is the heading of the robot given by a magnetic compass. The second and third inputs are the number of network hops separating the robot from the two rescuers (high values indicate that the robot is disconnected), where network hops can be seen as the number of times a message sent from a rescuer needs to be forwarded from one robot to another before it reaches the robot in question (number of lines between a rescuer on the ground and a robot in figure 9 .4). The genome of each robot consists of the 16 synaptic weights of the neural network, each represented by 8 bits, making a total genome size of 128 bits.
Based on the results obtained in the previous section, we use homogeneous groups and apply group-level selection. The performance of each group is computed as the minimum number of robots that need to fail for the communication between the rescuers to break, averaged over thirty minutes and ten missions. This performance measure favors the rapid creation of communication pathways and the robustness of the network over time. As in the foraging experiment with homogeneous individuals, a population of 100 genomes is used, which are cloned twenty times to construct 100 O
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groups of twenty robots each. After ranking the genomes according to the measured performance of the robot groups, the twenty best genomes in the population are copied to the new population (elitism) and cloned to make groups of twenty robots each. The remaining population is generated by repeatedly selecting two random individuals from the best 30 percent of the genomes, applying one-point crossover to the pair with a probability of 0.2 and then mutating the newly created individual with a probability of 0.01 per bit, and cloning it twenty times. With these settings, artificial evolution results in controllers for flying robots that are able to create and maintain a communication network between the rescuers. At the end of the evolutionary process, robots with the best evolved controller over all populations in all generations were tested in 1,000 consecutive missions, of which 975 missions led to the creation and maintenance of a network between the two rescuers. As shown in figure 9 .5, these robots form a chain that translates over the area to be searched until the second rescuer is found. The chain then stays on the spot to maintain the communication link.
Reverse Engineering
Robot controllers for real-world applications must often adapt across different scenarios depending on the needs of a given operation (different environment, different number of robots, slightly different task, etc.). However, evolved controllers are constrained to scenarios for which they were evolved. Furthermore, evolved controllers such as neural networks, electronic circuits, and programs are not always easy to understand. This makes it difficult to evolve robots that are rapidly and robustly usable out of the box in unexpected situations. Possible solutions to this challenge include evolving a different controller before each operation. For this to be practical, the evolutionary process must be extremely rapid and portable. While most current evolutionary experiments are conducted over several hours or even weeks on large computer clusters, the natural increase in computational resources and power might allow for such an approach in the future. Moreover, one could imagine evolving a controller that takes as an input the parameters of the environment. This is indeed a promising approach, although it is currently challenging to find optimal controllers for the different combinations of parameters because of current limitations in evolving multiobjective systems (Urzelai and Floreano 2001) . Another solution would be to allow the system to evolve online, provided that it can be given some time to fail and learn (Floreano and Mattiussi 2008) . This is not necessarily obvious for all applications, including search-and rescue missions. Here, we propose to address this issue by reverse engineering high-performing controllers found by the evolutionary algorithm. In doing so, we aim to build a control model with a limited set of variables that captures the simplicity and efficiency of the evolved solution. To proceed, we analyze the effect of each input of the best evolved neural controller on the turn rate of the robot (see Hauert, Zuffery, and Floreano 2009b for details). Through this systematic analysis, we identify three simple behaviors performed by the individual robots:
1. Robots that are connected to the launching rescuer, even indirectly, move away from it (figure 9.6, low hop values). 2. Robots that are disconnected from the launching rescuer, move toward it with a different radius than when connected (figure 9.6, high hop values). 3. Robots connected to both rescuers turn following small circular trajectories. Effect of the number of hops that separate the launching rescuer from a robot on its trajectory.
Here, we plot the trajectories of the best evolved controller over 30 s. Robots were never connected to the second rescuer during these experiments.
The effect of these individual behaviors on the behavior of the entire group can be hypothesized as follows. As long as robots are being launched, they remain connected to the launching rescuer (at least indirectly) while advancing in a common direction. This results in the formation of a chain. Once all robots have been launched, the chain continues to advance until it disconnects from the launching rescuer. To reconnect, the chain changes direction and moves toward the launching rescuer. Not only does the chain reconnect, but it also translates along the communication range of the rescuer, effectively sweeping through the search area and eventually finding the second rescuer. This is due to the different turn radius of the robots when disconnected or connected to the launching rescuer. Finally, robots connected to both rescuers maintain the communication pathway by performing small circular trajectories.
To explore whether the extracted behaviors yield similar collective behavior as the evolved controllers, we then translate the rules into an algorithm (Hauert, Zuffery, and Floreano 2009b) . To do so, we simplify the strategy found through evolution by only considering if a robot is receiving messages from the rescuers (i.e., whether it is connected to the rescuers rather the number of hops separating it from the rescuers). The robot is assumed to fly at a constant speed v and to form circles of radius rmin or more. The reverse-engineered controller, summarized as follows, outputs the turn rate ω of the robot based on the global direction ψs in which the robots must search for the second rescuer, the orientation of the robot ψ, and whether the robot is connected or disconnected from the rescuers. Finally, when the robot is connected to both rescuers (figure 9.7c):
where obtuse returns true if there is an obtuse angle between the two variables and r1, r2, r3, and r4 are parameters of the controller.
Using these rules, we are able to reproduce the strategies found through evolution, namely chain formation, translation, and network maintenance. Furthermore, the rules are easier to understand than a neural network and the trajectories of the robots can be mathematically modeled and subsequently parameterized (by setting r1, r2, r3, and r4) for different desired area coverage. This can be intuitively explained by the fact that the controller is based on simple geometry (circular trajectories). Therefore, changing the ratio between parameters r1 and r2 will lead to robot trajectories that move away from the launching rescuer at different speeds and thus affect the length of the robot chain. Furthermore, the relationship between the trajectory of a robot when connected to the launching rescuer (defined by r1, r2) or disconnected (defined by r3, r4) will determine the speed at which the chain translates.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we have taken inspiration from the predictions of evolutionary biology regarding the evolution of cooperative behavior, and systematically compared the effect of different evolutionary parameters on a collective system of foraging robots evolved artificially. Through these experiments, we have derived a set of guidelines, which state that cooperative behavior, as well as a high group performance can be achieved if groups are composed of genetically identical individuals and selected at the level of the group. We then applied these guidelines to a real-world problem where flying robots with limited sensory capabilities were required to create communication networks in disaster areas. Finally, we proposed to reverse engineer the best evolved solution to design a control model whose behavior is well understood and predictable. This chapter presents the first step toward evolving groups of robots for realworld problems. Although the results shown here have been conducted in simulation, the reverse-engineered controllers already are being implemented on board real flying robots. In addition, we aim toward more complex scenarios involving windy environments, increasing the number of rescuers or allowing for mobile rescuers. Our approach has thus shown the potential of evolutionary robotics in generating efficient control solutions to complex engineering problems, such as controlling groups of robots.
More generally, we believe that the biological literature is a promising starting point to understanding many aspects of evolutionary systems. This is because many of the factors influencing systems of evolving robots have been extensively studied by biologists. The results we have reported in this chapter are only the tip of the iceberg, however. Many open questions remain on how to design evolutionary robotic systems and how to apply them to complex real-world applications. In particular, there is still a widely untapped source of biological theories that could be used for the purpose of ER, such as theories concerning division of labor, coevolution, and neuroscience. These guidelines extracted from biology to evolve controllers for robots may potentially lead to the compilation of a complete "reference manual" on how to evolve robots that can solve competitive tasks outside the lab.
